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We study the system of elliptic equations
2S=+1S+K1ev,
2v=+2S+K2ev+K3 ,
defined over a doubly-periodic domain in R2, where the coefficients are specifically
given by the physical model. This system arises in a self-dual non-relativistic
MaxwellChernSimons theory coupled with a neutral scalar field in (2+1)-dimen-
sional spacetime and the solutions represent multivortices known as condensates.
Our existence results reveal that the number of vortices confined in a periodic cell
domain can be arbitrary and that the ChernSimons coupling parameter imposes
no restriction to the existence of solutions.  1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. Introduction
A special property in the (2+1)-dimensional ChernSimons gauge
theories is the existence of both electrically and magnetically charged static
solutions which is known to be impossible in the classical YangMills
Higgs models due to the earlier work of JuliaZee. Such a feature comes
from the fact that the ChernSimons term results in a modified Gauss law
constraint which relates the electric charge density to the magnetic field,
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and thus, both electric and magnetic charges must coexist. Solutions of this
nature may be important in anyon superconductivity.
Mathematically, it is difficult to obtain static solutions in the Chern
Simons type gauge theory models because the ChernSimons term give rise
to some structure in the governing equations that is hard to handle. Since
the work of HongKimPac [HKP] and JackiwWeinberg [JW], part of
the attention has been directed to the exploration of self-duality and many
interesting nonlinear equations have been found. The self-dual vortices of
[HKP, JW] are now well-understood. It is found that there are topologi-
cal, non-topological, and doubly-periodic (condensate) solutions [SY1,
SY2, CY].
The main restriction in the relativistic model of [HKP, JW] is that the
dynamics of the gauge field is solely controlled by the ChernSimons term
and the classical Maxwell term is truncated. Since the ChernSimons term
is of lower order in spacetime derivatives, such a truncation can only cap-
ture properties of the full model in far-away regions. Thus, it will be more
desirable to achieve self-duality in the model with both the Maxwell and
ChernSimons terms. In the work of LeeLeeMin [LLM], it is shown that
self-duality occurs if one introduces an additional neutral scalar field. Their
model is also relativistic. Following the work of JackiwPi on the non-
relativistic limit of the non-topological solitons in the pure self-dual Chern
Simons Higgs theory [JP], Dunne and Trugenberger [DT] proposed a
non-relativistic model that contains the Maxwell and ChernSimons terms
and a neutral scalar field. The interaction of the charged Higgs field with the
gauge and neutral scalar fields are governed by a nonlinear Schro dinger
equation as in the JackiwPi model, and thus, is non-relativistic. The
neutral scalar field is governed by a KleinGordon type equation, and
thus, is relativistic. It is shown also that [DT] the DunneTrugenberger
model contains the JackiwPi model as a limiting case, where the self-
duality equations may be reduced to the classical elliptic Liouville equation
so that solutions can be constructed explicitly. However, due to the intro-
duction of the extra neutral scalar field, the DunneTrugenberger model
does not allow such a solution and the associated system of nonlinear
elliptic equations may be viewed as a non-integrable perturbation of the
Liouville equation embedded in the JackiwPi theory. In this paper, we
present some existence theorems for the system.
Our main goal is to produce doubly-periodic vortex solutions which are
important in the theory of superconductivity, known as the Abrikosov’s
mixed states. It should be mentioned that, for the JackiwPi model, explicit
solutions of such a type have been obtained and studied by Olesen [O],
whose work inspires ours here. Since our system does not allow an explicit
construction of the solutions, we will rely on methods of nonlinear analysis.
Our result shows that the number of vortices confined in a periodic lattice
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cell can be arbitrary and the ChernSimons coupling parameter presents
no restriction to existence. Such a fact is in sharp contrast with the classical
self-dual GinzburgLandau vortices [WY] and the relativistic Chern
Simons Higgs vortices [CY] where, for example, the size of the cell
domain presents a constraint to the upper bound of the total vortex number.
In the next section, we introduce the governing equations and state our
results. In the rest of the paper, we present our proofs.
2. MaxwellChernSimons Vortices
The Lagrange action density in the non-relativistic MaxwellChern
Simons model introduced by Dunne and Trugenberger takes the form
L=&
1
4e2
F+&F +&+
}
4
=+&:F+& A:+
1
2e2
+N +N
&
1
2e2
m2A c
2N2+*i(t+iA0)&
1
2m
(Di)* (Di)
&
e2
8m2c2
\2&{ \1+mA2m+ \N, (1)
where A+ is the Abelian gauge field,  is a complex scalar field related to
the Higgs particles, N is a neutral scalar field which takes real values, &e
is the electron charge, }{0 is the ChernSimons coupling constant,
{=sgn(}), m>0 is the mass of the Higgs, mA is the mass of the gauge field
A+ or the neutral scalar particle N, c is the speed of light, \=* is the
particle density, Di =i +(ic)&Ai , the (2+1)-dimensional space
time has the metric g+&=diag(1, &1, &1), and the skew-symmetric tensor
=+&: is defined by fixing =012=1. It is evident that (1) induces the gauge
symmetry
A0 [ A0 , Ai [ Ai&
1
c
i |, N [ N,  [ e(ic)|, (2)
where | is any real-valued function independent of the variable t=x0, as
far as the boundary terms arising from integrating the ChernSimons term
=+&:F+&A: can be eliminated for well-behaved fields.
The self-dual ansatz (D1+iD2)=0 requires that the ChernSimons
coupling constant } be negative, i.e.,
}=&|}|, {=&1,
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and that N=A0 . Thus the static equations of motion of (1) are reduced to
the self-dual system [DT]
(2&m2A c
2)N+
mA c
|}| \1+
mA
2m+ || 2=0,
(1A2&2A1)+
mA
2m |}|
|| 2&mAcN=0, (3)
D1+iD2=0.
We are looking for condensate solutions over a doubly-periodic region 0
where
0=[x=(x1, x2) # R2 | x=s1a1+s2a2 , 0<s1, s2<1],
with a1 and a2 being linearly independent vectors in R2. The boundary of
0 is given by the expression
0=11 _ 12 _ [a1+12] _ [a2+11] _ [0, a1 , a2 , a1+a2],
where
1k=[x # R2 | x=skak , 0<sk<1], k=1, 2.
The periodic boundary condition in the problem is to be realized by the
framework of ’t Hooft [’t H]. In view of the gauge symmetry (2), we can
write:
A0(x+ak)=A0(x),
\Ai&1c i|k+ (x+ak)=\Ai&
1
c
i |k+ (x),
N(x+ak)=N(x), (4)
exp([ic] |k[x+ak]) (x+ak)=exp([ic] |k[x]) (x),
x # 11 _ 12&1k , k=1, 2,
where |1 , |2 are real-valued smooth functions defined in a neighborhood
of 12 _ [a1+12], 11 _ [a2+11], respectively.
For x=s1a1+s2a2 # 0 , denote the value of a function | at x by
|(s1, s2). Then the single-valuedness of  requires that its phase change
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around 0 can only be a multiple of 2?. Thus, by the boundary condition
(4), we have
|1(1, 1&)&|1(1, 0+)+|1(0, 0+)&|1(0, 1&)
+|2(0+, 1)&|2(1&, 1)+|2(1&, 0)&|2(0+, 0)+2?cn=0 (5)
for some positive integer n. In fact this integer determines the magnetic flux
8=|
0
F12 dx=|
0
Ai dxi=2?n. (6)
By the modified Gauss law relating the charge density and the magnetic field,
we find immediately the total electric charge Q=&2? |}| n. A standard
analysis shows that n is actually the algebraic number of zeros of the
charged complex scalar field  in 0. These zeros are called the vortices of
the solution.
Our main results are stated as follows.
Theorem 1. Suppose that *1 is the first positive eigenvalue of the
Laplace operator 2 on the periodic domain 0 and that p1 , ..., pn # 0 are
arbitrary points. Under the condition
2mAmc2<*1 , (7)
the self-dual MaxwellChernSimons system (3) subject to the periodic
boundary conditions (4)(5) has an n-vortex solution so that the field 
vanishes precisely at the given points p1 , ..., pn and the electric charge and
magnetic flux are Q=&2? |}| n and 8=2?n.
Theorem 2. If the mass mA of the gauge field is sufficiently small, then
the n-vortex solution realizing the given zero distribution stated in Theorem 1
is unique. Furthermore, such a solution may be constructed by a globally con-
vergent iterative scheme and the convergence may be achieved in any
Cj-norm.
Remarks. (i) For the existence of self-dual vortex solutions in the
relativistic model of [HKP, JW] defined on a periodic domain 0, there
are restrictions for both the number n of vortices and the ChernSimons
coupling parameter }. This problem was studied in an earlier work [CY].
With the notation there and the convention }>0, it is known that there
is a positive critical value of }, say }c , satisfying the upper bound
}c
1
2 
|0|
?n
,
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so that, for 0<}<}c , there are n-vortex solutions, but for }>}c , there is no
solution. This inequality gives restrictions both for the parameter } and the
vortex number n in terms of the size of the cell domain. Theorem 1 says, on
the other hand, that, for the non-relativistic model considered here, there are
no such constraints to the ranges of the ChernSimons parameter and the
vortex number. The constraint arising from the cell domain 0 appears now
through the first positive eigenvalue of the Laplacian and imposes ranges for
the Higgs and gauge fields masses m and mA only. It is not yet clear whether
this type of sufficiency condition is also necessary. Our result implies the
interesting fact that, given a domain, as far as the masses m and mA are not too
large, the system can accommodate any number of vortex particles, although
they all carry quantized electric and magnetic charges of the same signs.
(ii) Theorem 2 and its proof may be useful in numerical approxima-
tions of vortex solutions. Since we have not been able to obtain optimal
estimates for mA to ensure convergence and uniqueness, in our statement
of the theorem, no estimates are stated. Instead, we choose to present some
crude estimates for the range of mA in the proofs to follow.
In the rest of the paper, we first prove Theorem 2. The idea is to get a priori
bounds and to achieve compactness or subsequence-convergence for the
iteration sequence. We then show that we can obtain convergence almost
everywhere for the sequence itself. Hence it follows that the sequence con-
verges in any Cj-norm. We next use a similar method to prove uniqueness.
Finally, we prove Theorem 1 by a fixed-point or continuity argument.
3. The Elliptic System and Basic Constraints
Suppose that the zeros of the complex scalar field  are p1 , ..., pn as
stated in Theorem 1. Solving the third equation in (3), we have, away from
p1 , ..., pn ,
1 A2&2 A1= &
c
2
2 ln || 2 .
Hence, using the new variable u=ln || 2 and the above equation in (3), we
arrive at the elliptic system as in [DT]:
2N=m2A c
2N&
mA c
|}| \1+
mA
2m+ eu,
(8)
2u=
mA
m |}| c
eu&2mAN+4? :
n
j=1
$pj ,
where $p is the Dirac mass concentrated at p.
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For convenience, we introduce the new variable S=&N and convert the
periodic system (8) into the form
2S=m 2A c
2S+
mA c
|}| \1+
mA
2m+ eu,
(9)
2u=
mA
m |}| c
eu+2mAS+4? :
n
j=1
$pj .
Let w be a solution of
2w=&
4?n
|0|
+4? :
n
j=1
$pj in 0
satisfying the doubly periodic boundary condition on 0. Then the sub-
stitution u=w+v in (9) leads to the equations
2S=m 2A c
2S+
mA c
|}| \1+
mA
2m+ ew+v,
(10)
2v=
mA
m |}| c
ew+v+2mA S+
4?n
|0|
over R2 modulo the periodic cell 0. In the next section, we will first solve
(10) by an iterative method, hence, provide a partial proof of Theorem 2.
In order to motivate our approach, we first derive some natural constraints
in (10) arising from the periodic boundary condition. In fact, integrating
(10) over 0, we find
m2A c
2 | S dx+
mAc
|}| \1+
mA
2m+ | ew+v dx=0,
mA
m |}| c | e
w+v dx+2mA | S dx=&4?n.
Solving these equetions, we obtain the constraints
| ew+v dx=2?c |}| n,
(11)
| S dx=&2?n \ 1mA+
1
2m+ .
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4. An Iterative Scheme and its Convergence
We first write our iterative algorithm for (10) formally as follows:
2Sk+1=m2A c
2Sk+1+
mAc
|}| \1+
mA
2m+ ew+vk+1,
(12)
2vk+1=2mASk+
mA
m |}| c
ew+vk+1+
4?n
|0|
.
Here we suppose that Sk is a given smooth function satisfying the con-
straint (11):
|0| S k#| Sk dx=&2?n \ 1mA+
1
2m+ . (13)
We need to show that the function vk+1 and Sk+1 are well-defined and
the iteration can be carried through. To this end, set
fk=Sk+
2?n
|0| \
1
mA
+
1
2m+
and rewrite the second equation in (12) as
2vk+1=2mA fk+
mA
m |}| c \ew+vk+1&
2?c |}| n
|0| + . (14)
In view of the condition (13), we see easily that f k=0. Hence it may be
shown as in [KW] that (14) has a unique doubly-periodic solution on R2
(modulo 0). Besides, the solution fulfills the first constraint in (11).
Namely,
| ew+vk+1 dx=2?c |}| n. (15)
Inserting vk+1 into the first equation in (12) and noting that the coef-
ficient of Sk+1 is positive, we see that Sk+1 is also uniquely determined.
Furthermore, using the property (15) in (12), we see that Sk+1 satisfies
(13) as well. In other words, our iteration preserves the constraints (11) at
each step. Consequently, the iterations can be carried through for all k.
Assume that our iteration starts from k=1. Applying the maximum
principle to the first equation in (12), we find directly that
Sk<0, k2. (16)
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Lemma 1. For any k, there holds
ew+vk+12mc |}| |Sk|L .
Proof. Since ew+vk+1=0 at p1 , ..., pn , the maximum of ew+vk+1 is
attained in 0&[ p1 , ..., pn], where
2w=&
4?n
|0|
. (17)
Thus, using (17) and the second equation in (12), we have
2ew+vk+1=ew+vk+1 |{w+{vk+1 | 2+ew+vk+1(2w+2vk+1)
ew+vk+1 \ mAm |}| c ew+vk+1&2mA |Sk| L+
in 0&[ p1 , ..., pn]. Thus the lemma follows from the maximum principle.
Lemma 2. Let G(x, y) be a Green function of the Laplace operator on
the periodic domain 0 which is taken to be everywhere negative. Set
|G|=sup
x # 0
|
0
|G(x, y)| dy.
If the mass mA of the gauge field is so small that
%#mA c2(2m+mA) |G|<1, (18)
then there is a constant C1=C1(mA , m, n, %) to make
|Sk| LC1 , k=2, 3, ... .
Proof. Following [A1], the Green function G(x, y) is well-defined and
Sk+1 in (12) can be rewritten as
Sk+1=S k+1+m2A c
2 | G(x, y) Sk+1( y) dy
+
mA c
|}| \1+
mA
2m+ | G(x, y) e(w+vk+1)( y) dy
S k+1&mA c2(2m+mA) |G| |Sk |L ,
by Sk+1<0 and Lemma 1. Using (13), we obtain
|Sk+1 | L
2?n
|0| \
1
mA
+
1
2m++% |Sk |L .
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Iterating this inequality, we have
|Sk+1 | L
2?n
|0| \
1
mA
+
1
2m+ :
k
j=0
% j+%k |S1|L

2?n
(1&%) |0| \
1
mA
+
1
2m++|S1 | L#C1 .
Corollary 3. There holds the bound under the assumption (18):
ew+vk2mc |}| C1 , k=2, 3, ... .
Lemma 4. For mA sufficiently small, there is a constant C2=C2(mA , m,
n, %)>0 so that
|vk |LC2 , k=2, 3, ... .
Proof. Returning to the second equation in (12) and using Lemma 2
and Corollary 3, we find as in the proof of Lemma 2 that
|vk+1&v k+1 | LC$2 . (19)
Here C$2=C$2(mA , m, n, %)>0 is a suitable constant as C1 in Lemma 2.
Now using (15), we have
2?c |}| n=ev k+1 | ew+(vk+1&v k+1) dx
\eC$2 | ew dx+ ev k+1.
Hence,
v k+1ln \ 2?c |}| n ew dx +&C$2 . (20)
On the other hand, by Jensen’s inequality and (15), we get
exp \ 1|0| | (w+vk+1) dx+
1
|0| | e
w+vk+1 dx
=
2?c |}| n
|0|
.
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That is,
v k+1ln \ 2?c |}| n|0| +&
1
|0| | w dx. (21)
Inserting (20)(21) into (19), we see that the proof is complete.
Since we now have L bounds for our sequence, it follows from
standard elliptic theory that
&vk&C j+&Sk &C jC( j), k=1, 2, ..., (22)
for any j. Thus there is already a subsequence-convergence by compactness.
We next show that the sequence itself converges in any C j-norm.
From (12), we have
2 \[Sk+1&Sk]&mc2 _1+mA2m& [vk+1&vk]+
=m2A c
2(Sk+1&Sk)&(m2A c
2+2mA mc2)(Sk&Sk&1),
2(vk+1&vk)
=2mA (Sk&Sk&1)+
mA
m |}| c
ew(evk+1&evk). (23)
Multiplying the second equation in (23) by vk+1&vk and integrating, we
find by using the property S k=S k&1 that
| |{(vk+1&vk)|2 dx+
mA
m |}| c | e
w(evk+1&evk)(vk+1&vk) dx
= &2mA | (Sk&Sk&1)(vk+1&vk) dx
= &2mA | (Sk&Sk&1)([vk+1&vk]&[vk+1&vk]) dx
2mA *&121 &Sk&Sk&1&L2 &{(vk+1&vk)&L2 ,
by virtue of the Poincare inequality
| f 2 dx*&11 | |{f | 2 dx, | f dx=0.
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Consequently, absorbing the like terms by a simple interpolation
inequality, we obtain
1
2
&{(vk+1&vk)&2L2+
mA
m |}| c | e
w(evk+1&evk)(vk+1&vk) dx
2m2A *
&1
1 &Sk&Sk&1&
2
L2 . (24)
Similarly, multiplying the first equation in (23) by Sk+1&Sk and
integrating, we have
&{(Sk+1&Sk)&2L2+m
2
Ac
2 &Sk+1&Sk &2L2
=(m2A c
2+2mA mc2) | (Sk+1&Sk)(Sk&Sk&1) dx
+mc2 \1+mA2m+ | {(Sk+1&Sk) } {(vk+1&vk) dx

1
4
*1 &Sk+1&Sk&2L2+4(m
2
A c
2+2mA mc2)2 *&11 &Sk&Sk&1&
2
L2
+
1
2
&{(Sk+1&Sk)&2L2+
1
2
m2c4 \1+mA2m+
2
&{(vk+1&vk)&2L2 .(25)
By (24) and the monotonicity of the exponential function, we have
&{(vk+1&vk)&2L24m
2
A *
&2
1 &Sk&Sk&1 &
2
L2 . (26)
Inserting (26) into (25) and using the Poincare inequality, we get
1
4
&{(Sk+1&Sk)&2L2+m
2
A c
2 &Sk+1&Sk&2L2
2m2A m
2c4 \1+2mAm +
2
*&11 (1+*
&1
1 ) &Sk&Sk&1&
2
L2 , (27)
&Sk+1&Sk&2L2
8m2A m
2c4 \1+2mAm +
2
*&21 (1+*
&1
1 ) &Sk&Sk&1&
2
L2 . (28)
Set
==2 - 2mA mc2 \1+2mAm + *&11 - 1+*&11 .
By (27)(28), we see that the sequence [Sk] is Cauchy in W1, 2 norm if
=<1.
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On the other hand, since
| ew(evk+1&evk)(vk+1&vk) dx| ew+min[vk, vk+1](vk+1&vk)2 dx
(by Lemma 4)e&C2 | ew(vk+1&vk)2 dx,
we see from using (28) in (24) that
| ew(vk+1&vk)2 dxC=2(k&2) &S2&S1&2L2 . (29)
By the fact that ew vanishes only at p1 , p2 , ..., pn , we conclude from (29)
that [vk] converges almost everywhere. It then follows from (22) that the
sequence of vector functions [(vk , Sk)] converges in the Cj-norm for any
j. Taking k   in (12) in Cj ( j2), we see that a solution of the equation
(10) is obtained.
5. Proof of Uniqueness
The proof of uniqueness for a solution of (10) is similar to the proof of
convergence for the iterative algorithm (12). Hence, we will be sketchy
here.
Let (v1 , S1) and (v2 , S2) be two solutions of (10). Then we have
2 \[S1&S2]&mc2 _1+mA2m& [v1&v2]+= &2mA mc2(S1&S2),
2(v1&v2)=2mA (S1&S2)+
mA
m |}| c
ew(ev1&ev2). (30)
From the second equation in (30), we get
&{(v1&v2)&2L2+
mA
m |}| c | e
w(ev1&ev2)(v1&v2) dx
=&2mA | (S1&S2)(v1&v2) dx
2mA* &121 &S1&S2&L2 &{(v1&v2)&L2 .
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Hence
3
4
&{(v1&v2)&2L2+
mA
m|}|c | e
w(ev1&ev2)(v1&v2) dx
4m2A*
&1
1 &S1&S2&
2
L2 . (31)
From the first equation in (30), we have, as in Section 4,
&{(S1&S2)&2L22mA mc
2 &S1&S2&2L2
+mc2 \1+mA2m+ &{(S1&S2)&L2 &{(v1&v2)&L2 . (32)
Since S 1=S 2 (see (11)), the inequality (31)(32) imply that S1=S2
when mA is sufficiently small. Inserting this result back in (31), we have
v1=v2 . Consequently the uniqueness follows.
The proof of Theorem 2 is complete.
6. Existence by a Continuity Argument
In this section, we prove Theorem 1 by establishing existence under the
condition (7).
Let X be the space of periodic L2loc functions (modulo the lattice cell 0),
whose distributional derivatives lie also in L2loc . Equip X with the usual
W1, 2 norm. Define
X$={f # X } f =|0 f dx=0= .
We will rewrite (10) as a fixed point equation for an operator T: X$  X$.
For this purpose, set
c0=
2?n
|0| \
1
mA
+
1
2m+
(see (11)). Consider the equation
2S$=m2A c
2S$&m2A c
2c0+
mAc
|}| \1+
mA
2m+ ew+v,
(33)
2v=
mA
m |}| c
ew+v+2mA S $&
2?nmA
|0| m
,
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where S $ # X$. It is not hard to show that for each S $ # X$, the second equa-
tion in (33) defines a unique solution v=v(S $) # W 2, p (\p>1) which
satisfies the first constraint in (11). Of course, v # C 1+: for any : # (0, 1).
Using the constraint for v in (11) in the first equation in (33), we see that
the equation has a unique solution S$ # C 2+: & X$. Thus we have a well-
defined operator
T: X$  X$, T(S $)=S$
from the system (33). It is straightforward to verify that, if S$ is a fixed
point of T, then v=v(S$), S=S$&c0 form a solution pair for the system
(10). Consequently, our problem is reduced to a fixed point problem for
the operator T. Thus it suffices to establish compactness for T and a priori
bounds for suitable fixed points.
Lemma 5. The operator T is compact.
Proof. Consider the second equation in (33). The solution v=v +v$
with v # R and v$ # X$ satisfies the first constraint in (11). Hence by Jensen’s
inequality,
ev =2?c |}| n<| ew+v$ dx
(34)

2?c |}| n
|0|
exp \& 1|0| | w dx+ .
Multiplying the second equation in (33) by v$, integrating, and using (34),
we have
| |{v$| 2 dx+
mA
m |}| c
ew+v (ev$&1)v$ dx
=&2mA | S $v$ dx&
mA
m |}| c
ev | ewv$ dx
2mA *&121 &S $&L2 &{v$&L2+C3 &v$&L2 , (35)
where C3>0 is a constant independent of S $.
Since (ev$&1)v$0, (35) gives us the bound
&{v$&2L2C4+&S $&
2
L2 . (36)
Besides, (34), (36), and the Trudinger inequality
| e f dxC(;) e;&{f &
2
L
2
, f # X$,
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where ;>0 lies in an optimal range [A2] for which we do not need to be
concerned with here, imply that
v =ln(2?c |}| n)&ln \| ew+v$ dx+ (37)
satisfies
|v |C5+C6 &S $&2L2 . (38)
Thus the standard elliptic theory and the estimates (36) and (38) imply that
&v&W 2, pC( p, &S $&X$). (39)
Using the compact embedding W2, p  C1+:, we know that T maps a
bounded set in X$ into a precompact set in X$.
It remains to show that T is continuous in the X$-norm.
Let S j$  S $ in X$. Use the notation vj=v(S j$), v=v(S $). The corre-
sponding solutions of the first equation in (33) are denoted by S$j and S$,
respectively.
As before, the second equation in (33) yields
| |{(vj&v)| 2 dx+
mA
m |}| c
ew(evj&ev)(vj&v) dx
2mA *&121 &S j$&S $&L2 &{(vj&v)&L2 , (40)
which implies that &{(vj$&v$)&L2  0 as j  0.
From the embedding X  L1, f [ e f (see [A1] or the Trudinger
inequality) and using (37), we see that v j  v as j  . Consequently,
vj  v in X. In particular, ew+vj  ew+v in L2 as j  . Using this property
in the first equation in (33), we have Sj$  S$ in X$.
The proof of the lemma is complete.
Consider the image
tT(S $)=St$=tS$, t # [0, 1].
Suppose that S$t is a fixed point of tT: S$t=tT(St$). Thus, for t{0, we have
St$ t=T(St$), or
2St$=m2A c
2St$&m2A c
2c0 t+
mA c
|}| \1+
mA
2m+ tew+v,
(41)
2v=
mA
m |}| c
ew+v+2mASt$&
2?nmA
|0| m
.
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As in Section 4, we have
Lemma 6. There holds for t # [0, 1] the inequality
tew+v &2mc |}| (St$&c0).
Proof. For convenience, set St=St$&c0 . Since 0<t1, we obtain from
(41) that
2Stm2A c
2St+
mA c
|}| \1+
mA
2m+ tew+v,
(42)
2v=
mA
m |}| c
ew+v+2mA St+
4?n
|0|
.
Using the equation
2u=
mA
m |}| c
eu+2mASt+4? :
n
j=1
$pj ,
where u=w+v, we have
2eu=eu |{u| 2+
mA
m |}| c
e2u+2mA euSt .
On the other hand, by the maximum principle, we get St<0 everywhere.
Thus, in view of (42), there holds
2 \ mAm |}| c teu+2mA St+

mA
m |}| c
teu |{u| 2+
m2A
m2 |}| 2 c2
te2u+
2m2A
m |}| c
euSt
+2m3A c
2St+
2m2A c
|}| \1+
mA
2m+ teu

mA
m |}| c
eu \ mAm |}| c teu+2mASt+
+m2A c
2 \ mAm |}| c teu+2mA St++
2m2A c
|}|
teu
mA \ e
u
m |}| c
+mAc2+\ mAm |}| c teu+2mA St+ .
Thus the lemma follows from the maximum principle.
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Lemma 7. As in the statement of Theorem 1, let *1 be the first positive
eigenvalue of the Laplacian on the periodic cell domain 0. If the inequality
(7) holds, there is a constant C>0 independent of t, so that
&St$&X$C, t # [0, 1], (43)
where St$ is any fixed point of tT: X$  X$.
Proof. Multiplying the first equation in (41) by St$ and integrating, we
find
0=| { |{St$| 2+m2A c2[St$]2+mA c|}| \1+
mA
2m+ teuSt$= dx. (44)
Recall that St$&c0<St$. Thus, by (44) and Lemma 6, we have
| { |{St$ | 2+m2A c2[St$]2= dx
=
mAc
|}| \1+
mA
2m+ t | eu(&St$) dx

mAc
|}| \1+
mA
2m+ t | eu(&[St$&c0]) dx
2mA mc2 \1+mA2m+ | (St$&c0)2 dx
=2mA mc2 \1+mA2m+\| [St$]2 dx+c20 |0|+ .
Consequently,
| |{St$| 2 dx2mAmc2 | [St$]2 dx+2mAmc2 \1+mA2m+ c20 |0| .
Applying (7) and the Poincare inequality in the above relation, we see that
(43) follows.
Proof of Theorem 1. Using Lemmas 5 and 7 and any of the
LeraySchauder type theorems (see [GT]), we see that T has a fixed point.
Hence (10) is solved.
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